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“Sarah Rees Brennan writes with fine control and wit, and I suspect that word of
this magical thriller will pass through the populace with the energy of wind, of
fire.” —Gregory Maguire, author of Wicked and Egg and Spoon In a city divided
between opulent luxury in the Light and fierce privations in the Dark, a
determined young woman survives by guarding her secrets. Lucie Manette was
born in the Dark half of the city, but careful manipulations won her a home in the
Light, celebrity status, and a rich, loving boyfriend. Now she just wants to keep
her head down, but her boyfriend has a dark secret of his own—one involving an
apparent stranger who is destitute and despised. Lucie alone knows the young
men’s deadly connection, and even as the knowledge leads her to make a grave
mistake, she can trust no one with the truth. Blood and secrets alike spill out
when revolution erupts. With both halves of the city burning, and mercy nowhere
to be found, can Lucie save either boy—or herself? Celebrated author Sarah Rees
Brennan weaves a magical tale of romance and revolution, love and loss.
Indigo Blackwood has it made âe" a popular cheerleader with a football-star
boyfriend and a social circle powerful enough to ruin everyone at school. Who
wouldn't want to be her? But when a sexy stranger named Bishop enters Indie's
world, she learns that the fate of every witch on the planet is in her hands. And
that's seriously bad news for Indie, because according to Bishop, she's a witch
too. Forced into a centuries-old war between witches and sorcerers, Indie's life
just got way more complicated.
When Brooklyn, a witch, turns sixteen, her conservative parents finally unbind her
powers, bringing her newfound popularity and the attention of her long-time
crush, Asher, but using spells may endanger her and, unless she uses her
special ability to magically match couples, she may lose Asher.
Half-witch, half-mortal 16-year-old Sabrina Spellman has made her choice: She's
embraced her witchy roots, and her power is growing daily. But will it come at too
high a price?
"Back at Winterhaven, seventeen-year old Violet must find a way to save her
vampire boyfriend, Aidan, balance the demands of her psychic visions and
prepare for an upcoming vampire war"-Loving a boy she has never met but with whom she has communicated
telepathically all of her life, Kami Glass investigates screams heard in the woods
and sees lights in an empty manor house only to discover that a murderer is
hiding there.
In a futuristic, fractured United States where the oppressed Rootless handle the
raw nuclear material that powers the Gentry's lavish lifestyle, sixteen-year-old
Madeline Landry must choose between taking over her father's vast estate or
rebelling against everything she has ever known, in the name of justice.
TIME TRAVEL MEETS SCARY FAIRIES - but there's so much more to Catherine
Fisher's brilliant Shakespeare Quartet which begins with The Obsidian Mirror ...
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Jake's father disappears while working on mysterious experiments with the
obsessive, reclusive Oberon Venn. Jake is convinced Venn has murdered him.
But the truth he finds at the snow-bound Wintercombe Abbey is far stranger ...
The experiments concerned a black mirror, which is a portal to both the past and
the future. Venn is not alone in wanting to use its powers. Strangers begin
gathering in and around Venn's estate: Sarah - a runaway, who appears out of
nowhere and is clearly not what she says, Maskelyne - who claims the mirror was
stolen from him in some past century. There are others, a product of the mirror's
power to twist time. And a tribe of elemental beings surround this isolated estate,
fey, cold, untrustworthy, and filled with hate for humans. But of them all, Jake is
hell-bent on using the mirror to get to the truth. Whatever the cost, he must learn
what really happened to his father.
Leigh Fallon’s Shadow of the Mark, the sequel to Carrier of the Mark, is a
captivating love story set against the lush backdrop of Ireland. Megan knew she
was destined to be with Adam from the first moment she saw him and now they
are determined to be together. But Megan and Adam are Marked Ones, and a
romance between two Marked Ones is strictly forbidden…and could cause
worldwide devastation. Leigh Fallon’s Shadow of the Mark is a great choice for
readers who love Becca Fitzpatrick's Hush, Hush.
Sin's world is turned upside down when she has to ally with a demon and his
brother to save her beloved Goblin Market from the evil magicians.
As Kami Glass and her friends continue to battle the sorcerers of the Lynburn
family in the sleepy English town of Sorry-in-the-Vale, friendships and families
are torn apart.
Half-witch, half-mortal sixteen-year-old Sabrina Spellman has made her choice:
she's embraced her dark side and her witchy roots. Now her power is growing
daily ... but will it come at too high a price? Sabrina Spellman has just made the
hardest decision of her life: she's leaving behind her beloved friends at Baxter
High. Now it's time to follow the path of night and find her way among the witches
and warlocks at theAcademy of Unseen Arts. Sabrina has always been good at
the school thing, but now she has a whole new world to navigate. Her power is
growing daily, but it comes with a high price. She must always remember her
new allegiances and the cost they have on her friends ... and on herself. And
then there's her new classmates. Prudence, Dorcas and Agatha are friends, kind
of, but can Sabrina trust them? And what about Nick Scratch? He's as charming
as ever, but will his feelings for Sabrina last? Based on the hit Netflix show, this
original YA novel tells an all-new, original story about Sabrina.
Georgia Peach Award Nominee Florida Teens Read Award Nominee ABC Best
Books for Young Readers Bank Street College Best Children’s Books of the
Year A Junior Library Guild Selection Hugo & Locus award finalist The
Borderlands aren’t like anywhere else. Don’t try to smuggle a phone or any
other piece of technology over the wall that marks the Border — unless you enjoy
a fireworks display in your backpack. (Ballpoint pens are okay.) There are elves,
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harpies, and — best of all as far as Elliot is concerned — mermaids. "What’s your
name?" "Serene." "Serena?" Elliot asked. "Serene," said Serene. "My full name is
Serene-Heart-in-the-Chaos-of-Battle." Elliot’s mouth fell open. "That is badass."
Elliot? Who’s Elliot? Elliot is thirteen years old. He’s smart and just a tiny bit
obnoxious. Sometimes more than a tiny bit. When his class goes on a field trip
and he can see a wall that no one else can see, he is given the chance to go to
school in the Borderlands. It turns out that on the other side of the wall, classes
involve a lot more weaponry and fitness training and fewer mermaids than he
expected. On the other hand, there’s Serene-Heart-in-the-Chaos-of-Battle, an
elven warrior who is more beautiful than anyone Elliot has ever seen, and then
there’s her human friend Luke: sunny, blond, and annoyingly likeable. There are
lots of interesting books. There’s even the chance Elliot might be able to change
the world. In Other Lands is the exhilarating new book from beloved and
bestselling author Sarah Rees Brennan. It’s a novel about surviving four years in
the most unusual of schools, about friendship, falling in love, diplomacy, and
finding your own place in the world — even if it means giving up your phone.
“A modern day Outlander filled with adventure and danger…a breathless tale that
only Morgan Rhodes could tell.”—Hypable New York Times bestselling author
Morgan Rhodes takes readers into exhilarating new high-fantasy territory with A
BOOK OF SPIRITS AND THIEVES, an epic contemporary saga perfect for fans
of Sarah J. Maas and Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander. The lives of Toronto teens
Crystal and Becca Hatcher revolve around helping their mother out at the family's
used bookstore, The Speckled Muse. It's a relatively uneventful after-school job,
until an package arrives addressed to her mother, Julia. Thinking it's nothing
more than run-of-the-mill inventory, Becca opens it and removes the book inside,
unwittingly triggering an ancient magic and intertwining their fates with the
powers that flow from the mysterious leather-bound book. Two parallel worlds
collide and Becca is left in a catatonic state after her spirit is snatched from
modern-day Toronto back to the ancient world of Mytica. Crys is guilt-ridden,
having witnessed the entire event, and vows to do whatever is necessary to save
her… but from what? Nothing has prepared them for what’s in store. Written in
alternating perspectives that shift between modern-day Toronto and the ancient
kingdoms of Mytica, Rhodes delivers a rich and suspensful series opener that will
leave readers breathless.
Nick and his brother Alan are on the run with their mother, who was once the
lover of a powerful magician. When she left him, she stole an important charm and he will stop at nothing to reclaim it. Now Alan has been marked with the sign
of death by the magician's demon, and only Nick can save him. But to do so he
must face those he has fled from all his life - the magicians - and kill them. So the
hunted becomes the hunter… but in saving his brother, Nick discovers something
that will unravel his whole past…
Aria Rose, youngest scion of one of Mystic City's two ruling rival families, finds
herself betrothed to Thomas Foster, the son of her parents' sworn enemies. The
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union of the two will end the generations-long political feud — and unite all those
living in the Aeries, the privileged upper reaches of the city, against the banished
mystics who dwell below in the Depths. But Aria doesn't remember falling in love
with Thomas; in fact, she wakes one day with huge gaps in her memory. And she
can't conceive why her parents would have agreed to unite with the Fosters in
the first place. Only when Aria meets Hunter, a gorgeous rebel mystic from the
Depths, does she start to have glimmers of recollection — and to understand that
he holds the key to unlocking her past. The choices she makes can save or
doom the city — including herself.
"A must-read for fans of Walter Dean Myer's All the Right Stuff and other lovers of proud urban
realism." —Kirkus Reviews The summer of 1983 was the summer hip-hop proved its staying
power. The South Bronx is steeped in Reaganomics, war in the Middle East, and the twin
epidemics of crack and AIDS, but Raymond “Smiles” King and Guillermo “Nike” Vega have
more immediate concerns. Smiles was supposed to be the assistant crew chief at his summer
camp, but the director chose Cookie Camacho instead, kicking off a summer-long rivalry.
Meanwhile, the aspiring b-boy Nike has set his wandering eye on Sara, the sweet yet sassy
new camp counselor, as well as top prize at a breakdancing competition downtown. The two
friends have been drifting apart ever since Smiles got a scholarship to a fancy private school,
and this summer the air is heavy with postponed decisions that will finally be made. Raw and
poignant, this is a story of music, urban plight, and racial tension that’s as relevant today as it
was in 1983.
Forced to live with her wealthy, estranged grandparents in New York City after her mother
dies, sixteen-year-old Michele retreats to her room where she finds a diary that transports her
back to 1910--with life-changing consequences.
The debut series from the double Hugo Award-winning N. K. Jemisin, author of The Fifth
Season 'Lush and evocative' Naomi Novik, author of Uprooted In the city of Shadow, beneath
the World Tree, alleyways shimmer with magic and godlings live hidden among mortalkind.
Oree Shoth, a blind artist, takes in a homeless man who glows like a living sun to her strange
sight. However, this act of kindness is to engulf Oree in a nightmarish conspiracy. Someone,
somehow, is murdering godlings, leaving their desecrated bodies all over the city. Oree's
peculiar guest is at the heart of it, his presence putting her in mortal danger - but is it him the
killers want, or Oree? And is the earthly power of the Arameri king their ultimate goal, or have
they set their sights on the Lord of Night himself? The Inheritance Trilogy begins with The
Hundred Thousand Kingdoms, continues in The Broken Kingdoms and concludes in The
Kingdom of Gods.
When a manitou, a winter earth spirit that is withering and in need of blood, fastens upon Nina,
her sixteen-year-old cousin Ash enters the Otherworld to stop the spirit.
Originally published by G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2015.
The sultry sequel to Triple Moon from #1 New York Times bestselling author Melissa de la
Cruz Twin witches Mardi and Molly Overbrook are back for another summer in North Hampton,
and this year they’re serious about two things: avoiding trouble and dedicating themselves to
rest and relaxation. Molly’s headed to Aunt Ingrid’s, while Mardi has convinced their father,
Troy—a.k.a. Thor, the god of thunder—to let her crash with her boyfriend, Trent, who also
happens to be Tyr, the god of war. It’s a tangled web they weave, but that’s to be expected
where gods and goddesses are concerned. Their vacation’s just begun when an old secret is
revealed, leaving Molly and Mardi to question everything they’ve ever known about their
family. Then a hot new guy comes to town and starts brewing even more trouble . . . and soon
enough, the twins are back to their old tricks. After an ancient prophecy comes to light, Molly
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and Mardi notice some mysterious changes, changes that will put their sisterhood to the
ultimate test. East End’s shaping up to be much more exciting than the girls were bargaining
for, but what’s a summer in the Hamptons without a little magic and mischief?
Don't miss this prequel novel based on the hit Netflix series Fate: The Winx Saga! Discover
Stella, Sky, Riven, and Terra’s backstories at Alfea — and meet incoming students Aisha,
Musa and Bloom for the first time. It’s an all-new story not seen on the show.
Fans of Amanda Hocking's novel, Wake, will dive into this paranormal romance featuring
mermaids--the killer kind--and won't come up for air! Calder White lives in the cold, clear
waters of Lake Superior, the only brother in a family of murderous mermaids. To survive,
Calder and his sisters prey on humans and absorb their positive energy. Usually, they select
their victims at random, but this time around, the underwater clan chooses its target for a
reason: revenge. They want to kill Jason Hancock, the man they blame for their mother's
death. It's going to take a concerted effort to lure the aquaphobic Hancock onto the water.
Calder's job is to gain Hancock's trust by getting close to his family. Relying on his irresistible
good looks and charm, Calder sets out to seduce Hancock's daughter Lily. Easy enough, but
Calder screws everything up by falling in love--just as Lily starts to suspect there's more to the
monster-in-the-lake legends than she ever imagined, and just as the mermaids threaten to take
matters into their own hands, forcing Calder to choose between them and the girl he loves.
One thing's for sure: whatever Calder decides, the outcome won't be pretty. "Riveting! A coldblooded tale of secrets, revenge, and forbidden love that will leave you terrified to go in the
water."--Gretchen McNeil, author of Possess "Scary and spooky . . . I really enjoyed reading
this."--USA Today “A haunting tale of revenge and romance.”--Justine Magazine
The distinctive new crowdsourced publishing imprint Swoon Reads proudly presents its first
published novel—an irresistibly sweet romance between two college students told from 14
different viewpoints. The creative writing teacher, the delivery guy, the local Starbucks baristas,
his best friend, her roommate, and the squirrel in the park all have one thing in common—they
believe that Gabe and Lea should get together. Lea and Gabe are in the same creative writing
class. They get the same pop culture references, order the same Chinese food, and hang out
in the same places. Unfortunately, Lea is reserved, Gabe has issues, and despite their initial
mutual crush, it looks like they are never going to work things out. But somehow even when
nothing is going on, something is happening between them, and everyone can see it. You'll be
rooting for Gabe and Lea too, in Sandy Hall's quirky, completely original novel A Little
Something Different, chosen by readers, writes, and publishers, to be the debut titles for the
new Swoon Reads imprint!
The boys of Kings Row head to France with exes, rivalries, and secrets in this original YA
novel by New York Times bestselling author Sarah Rees Brennan--inspired by the awardnominated comic series by C.S. Pacat and Johanna The Mad. The boys of Kings Row are off
to a training camp in Europe! Surrounded impressive scenery and even more impressive
European fencing teams, underdog Nicholas can't help but feel out of place. With the help of a
local legend, though, he and the rest of the team finds it within themselves to face superior
fencers, ex-boyfriends, expulsion, and even Nicholas's golden-boy, secret half-brother, the
infamous Jesse Coste. Will Aiden and Harvard end up together, though? En garde! The
second installment of this enticing original YA novel series by Sarah Rees Brennan, rich with
casual diversity and queer self-discovery, explores never-before-seen drama inspired by C.S.
Pacat's critically acclaimed Fence comic series. Text and Illustration copyright: © 2021 BOOM!
Studios Fence(TM) and © 2021 C.S. Pacat
Fans of Cassandra Clare and Julie Kagawa will devour this contemporary fantasy about a teen
were-dragon who must steal her first treasure. But a dark discovery during her heist could put
her family in incredible danger. In Sky Hawkins's family, leading your first heist is a major
milestone--even more so than learning to talk, walk, or do long division. It's a chance to gain
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power and acceptance within your family, and within society. But stealing your first treasure
can be complicated, especially when you're a wyvern--a human capable of turning into a
dragon. Embarking on a life of crime is never easy, and Sky discovers secrets about her
mother, who recently went missing, the real reason her boyfriend broke up with her, and a
valuable jewel that could restore her family's wealth and rank in their community. With a
handpicked crew by her side, Sky knows she has everything she needs to complete her first
heist, and get her boyfriend and mother back in the process. But then she uncovers a dark
truth about were-dragon society--a truth more valuable and dangerous than gold or jewels
could ever be.
Re-imagines the creator of the Universe as a sex-mad adolescent teenage boy who becomes
obsessed with a female human named Lucy.
In a world where guardian angels are celebrities who save people for money, Maddy's life was
transformed when she became the girlfriend of the hottest Angel around. But she never
imagined that she'd become even more famous than Jackson. Unfortunately for Maddy, she's
an irresistible PR opportunity - and soon her popularity soars higher than any Angel. Her
relationship is cracking under the pressure. And as tension starts to mount between Angels
and humans, she finds herself an ambassador for humankind. With Jackson at the helm of the
Immortals, the two ex-lovers must become sworn enemies. It's Angels in one corner, humans
on the other - until an evil force, greater than anything on Earth, forces them to stand united if
they want to survive.
Romance, magic and an age-old prophecy - the first novel in a stunning new paranormal
young adult series. Born Wicked is to witches what Twilight is to vampires! Our mother was a
witch too, but she hid it better. I miss her. To me, the magic feels like a curse. According to the
Brothers, it's devil-sent. Women who can do magic-they're either mad or wicked. So I will do
everything in my power to protect myself and my sisters. Even if it means giving up my life and my true love. Because if the Brothers discover our secret, we're destined for the asylum, or
prison . . . or death. Praise for BORN WICKED: 'A tale so captivating, you don't want it to end' Andrea Cremer, New York Times bestselling author of the Nightshade series Jessica
Spotswood is a debut US author. She grew up in a tiny one-stoplight town in Pennsylvania.
Now she lives in a gentrifying hipster neighbourhood in Washington, D.C. with her playwright
husband and a cuddly cat named Monkey. She's never happier than when she's immersed in a
good story, and swoony kissing scenes are her favourite. Born Wicked is her debut novel for
teens. Check out the stunning trailer here www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZztqxA58iw
@jessica_shea www.jessicaspotswood.com
A thrilling debut story of death, love, destiny and danger Lenzi hears voices and has visions gravestones, floods, a boy with steel gray eyes. Her boyfriend, Zak, can't help, and everything
keeps getting louder and more intense. Then Lenzi meets Alden, the boy from her dreams,
who reveals that she's a reincarnated Speaker - someone who can talk to and help lost souls and that he has been her Protector for centuries. Now Lenzi must choose between her life with
Zak and the life she is destined to lead with Alden. But time is running out: a malevolent spirit
is out to destroy Lenzi, and he will kill her if she doesn't make a decision soon.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Blue Bloods and Witches of East End After
they cause a terrible accident at their old high school, twin witches Mardi and Molly Overbrook
are sent to live with their “Aunt” Ingrid Beauchamp in North Hampton, on Long Island’s mistshrouded East End. Because the twins cannot control their powers, their father begs Ingrid to
tame them over the summer, before the White Council exiles the girls to Limbo. Trouble
continues to bubble and boil when the girls meet the younger Gardiner boys, who are just as
handsome and sexy as their older kin. But all is not as it seems. As Ingrid helps the girls learn
to control their magical impulses, Mardi and Molly have just this summer to figure out how to
grow up, how to love, and how to be a family.
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Don't miss this beautiful original digital short story by the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Fallen series, set in the romantic world of Teardrop, a place of
devastating secrets and dark magic . . . a world where everything you love can be
washed away.
Danger looms large in the sequel to Haven, which Booklist called “a blend of the
Gemma Doyle trilogy, the Twilight saga, and Lois Duncan’s thrillers.” Violet McKenna
is back for her senior year at Winterhaven and thrilled to be with Aidan after a long
summer apart. But while their love for each other is as strong as ever, their troubles are
far from over. News of a rogue vampire on a killing spree sets everyone on edge. While
Aidan is determined to stop the killer, Violet is chilled by a horrifying vision she simply
must prevent...for if she can’t, two people she loves will meet a violent end. In the
midst of Violet’s fear, a mysterious newcomer enters her life—and he has some vital
information not just about her past, but about her future as well. Now everything Violet
held as truth is upended, and she is left not knowing whom to trust, if she is in danger,
and—worst of all—whether she and Aidan are really meant to be together.
Kami Glass is in love with someone she's never met - a boy the rest of the world is
convinced is imaginary. This has made her an outsider in the sleepy English town of
Sorry-in-the-Vale, but she doesn't complain. She runs the school newspaper and keeps
to herself for the most part - until disturbing events begin to happen. There has been
screaming in the woods and the dark, abandoned manor on the hill overlooking the
town has lit up for the first time in 10 years. The Lynburn family, who ruled the town a
generation ago and who all left without warning, have returned. As Kami starts to
investigate for the paper, she finds out that the town she has loved all her life is hiding a
multitude of secrets- and a murderer- and the key to it all just might be the boy in her
head. The boy who everyone thought was imaginary may be real…and he may be
dangerous.
Seventeen-year-old Eurekaâe(tm)s life is taking on dark undercurrents that donâe(tm)t
make sense . . . Her mother killed in a freak accident. Her best friend, Brooks, behaving
like a stranger. And Ander. The boy with eyes like the ocean who is everywhere she
goes. Uncovering her motherâe(tm)s legacy âe" a stone, a locket and an ancient tale of
romance and heartbreak âe" Eureka begins to question everything she thought she
knew. Only one thing is certain: everything she loves can be washed away.
Mae has always thought of herself as in control, but in the last few weeks her life has
radically changed. She’s learned that her brother Jamie has magical powers—and
Gerald, the new leader of the Obsidian Circle, is trying to persuade Jamie to join the
magicians. Even worse…Jamie hasn’t told Mae a thing about any of it. Mae turns to
brothers Nick and Alan to help her rescue Jamie, but they are in danger from Gerald
themselves because he wants to steal Nick’s powers. Will Mae be able to find a way to
save them all from the power-hungry magician’s devious trap?
From the creator of Riverdale comes the Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, a new Netflix
series based on the classic Archie comic series. This prequel YA novel tells an all-new,
original story.
London, 1882. When 14-year-old Emil's cousin goes missing amidst a string of
murders, he manoeuvres himself onto the case with his guardian, inspector Corwin
James of Scotland Yard. Through careful examination of the suspicious notes left at the
crime scenes and of the unsettling pattern the deaths take on, the two begin to piece
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the curious murders together into a case with more questions than answers. Who is
behind the Wonderland Murders? What do all the victims have in common? And can
the murderer be stopped? As Emil draws closer and closer to discovering the truth, it
becomes clearer by the minute that the case is more personal than he wants to admit.
Though he tries to avoid it, the more he investigates, the more the past forces itself into
his consciousness, and what he learns will take him down the rabbit hole—again. Does
he have it in him to stop the Mad Hatter and to save himself?
The concluding part of this intriguing gothic magic fantasy. Powerful love comes with a
price. Who will be the sacrifice? Kami Glass has lost the boy she loves, is tied to a boy
she does not, and faces an enemy more powerful than ever before. With Jared missing
for months and presumed dead, Kami must rely on her new magical link with Ash for
the strength to face the evil spreading through her town. Sorry-in-the-Vale has a new
master, and he demands a death. Kami must use every resource to try and stop him,
and together with friends Rusty, Angela and Holly, she uncovers a secret that might be
the key to saving the town. But with knowledge comes responsibility, and a painful
choice… a choice that will risk not only Kami's life, but also the lives of all those she
loves most.
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